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SANDBOX
THE SANDBOX. SOME CALL IT THE LATEST AND GREATEST SOLUTION TO
TARGETED CYBER ATTACKS. 
WILL CDR STRIP THE SANDBOX OF ITS TITLE?

vs. 

PRESENTING THE SANDBOX
A sandbox is an isolated testing environment, 
located away from an organization’s production
environment (where the real work is done).
Files from untrusted sources are executed in the 
sandbox. If malicious content is discovered, the
file is blocked, without compromising 
organizational security.

PRESENTING CDR
CDR (Content Disarm and Reconstruction) 
technology breaks down individual files into basic 
objects, analyzes each section and metadata,
and neutralizes any threat. The file is then 
reconstructed, safe to save and edit.

Hackers have already found ways to bypass 
the sandbox.
Malware that activates inside the sandbox is 
detected and blocked. However, some types of 
malware are engineered to evade detection, staying 
dormant inside the sandbox, and only executing
once inside the production environment.

Neutralizes every type of threat, with a 
100% success rate to date.
CDR technology doesn’t rely on malware
detection. Instead, it takes a prevention-based
approach - sanitizing every file to neutralize 
potential threats. 

LEVEL OF 
PROTECTION

SANDBOX CDR



Long file processing time turns 
the sandbox into a bottleneck.
Heavy file uploads can create bottlenecks,
where files get stuck waiting to pass through the
sandbox environment. This may slow down
online processes and reduces an organization’s
efficiency and productivity.

File disarming in under a second allowing an 
unlimited amount of files, with no delays.
For a typical file, the entire CDR file sanitization
process takes under a second. Even when many 
files need to be processed, business workflows
are not affected.

LATENCY

SANDBOX CDR

Complex. Requires extensive maintenance 
and IT resources.
Keeping a sandbox in operation takes constant 
maintenance, and uses up a lot of valuable IT
resources - costing time and money.

Simple installation, and zero-maintenance.
A smaller investment than most sandboxes. Easy 
to install and manage centrally. The CDR process 
is completely automatic, with no maintenance
needed.

MAINTENANCE
AND COSTS

SANDBOX CDR

Involves complex security policies 
and hard decisions.
Organizations must develop policies that determine 
how malicious a file is. Many threats are designed 
to bypass these policies, appearing innocent until 
it’s too late. Liability remains with the policy makers.

No policies needed - 
100% of files are sanitized
No more policy headaches, and no more
difficult decisions - CDR automatically cleanses
every single file entering an organization.

POLICY 
REQUIREMENTS

SANDBOX CDR

THE WINNER BY KNOCKOUT  
Sandboxes aim to block threats before they
reach the important parts of an IT system. 
This sounds great - except when said malware 
manages to bypass the sandbox completely. 
And if there are lots of files to check, sandboxes 
are just too slow and complicated. CDR, on the 
other hand, cleanses all files in the blink of an 
eye - in a simple, invisible process. With a 100%
success rate, CDR isn’t just a winner - 
it’s the CHAMPION.

Contact us for a free trial or just to talk:
+1 415 231 3725       info@votiro.com

IT’S A KNOCKOUT WIN
MEET THE CHAMP
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